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Anatomy of an Epidemic
A much-praised memoir of living and surviving mental illness as well as "a
stereotype-shattering look at a tenacious woman whose brain is her best friend
and her worst enemy" (Time). Elyn R. Saks is an esteemed professor, lawyer, and
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psychiatrist and is the Orrin B. Evans Professor of Law, Psychology, Psychiatry, and
the Behavioral Sciences at the University of Southern California Law School, yet
she has suffered from schizophrenia for most of her life, and still has ongoing
major episodes of the illness. The Center Cannot Hold is the eloquent, moving story
of Elyn's life, from the first time that she heard voices speaking to her as a young
teenager, to attempted suicides in college, through learning to live on her own as
an adult in an often terrifying world. Saks discusses frankly the paranoia, the
inability to tell imaginary fears from real ones, the voices in her head telling her to
kill herself (and to harm others), as well as the incredibly difficult obstacles she
overcame to become a highly respected professional. This beautifully written
memoir is destined to become a classic in its genre.

DSM-5 in Action
We all have inner beauty. This is your one-stop handbook to nurturing beauty and
wellbeing from the inside out.

The Myth of the Chemical Cure
Prozac, Xanax, Halcion, Haldol, Lithium. These psychiatric drugs--and dozens of
other short-term "solutions"--are being prescribed by doctors across the country as
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a quick antidote to depression, panic disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and
other psychiatric problems. But at what cost? In this searing, myth-shattering
exposé, psychiatrist Peter R. Breggin, M.D., breaks through the hype and false
promises surrounding the "New Psychiatry" and shows how dangerous, even
potentially brain-damaging, many of its drugs and treatments are. He asserts that:
psychiatric drugs are spreading an epidemic of long-term brain damage; mental
"illnesses" like schizophrenia, depression, and anxiety disorder have never been
proven to be genetic or even physical in origin, but are under the jurisdiction of
medical doctors; millions of schoolchildren, housewives, elderly people, and others
are labeled with medical diagnoses and treated with authoritarian interventions,
rather than being patiently listened to, understood, and helped. Toxic Psychiatry
sounds a passionate, much-needed wake-up call for everyone who plays a part,
active or passive, in America's ever-increasing dependence on harmful psychiatric
drugs.

Shyness
Discusses the effects of expanding the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM)'s fourth edition on the psychiatric community, pharmaceutical
companies, and the nation.
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Cracked
Why is psychiatry such big business? Why are so many psychiatric drugs
prescribed – 47 million antidepressant prescriptions in the UK alone last year – and
why, without solid scientific justification, has the number of mental disorders risen
from 106 in 1952 to 374 today? The everyday sufferings and setbacks of life are
now ‘medicalised’ into illnesses that require treatment – usually with highly
profitable drugs. Psychological therapist James Davies uses his insider knowledge
to illustrate for a general readership how psychiatry has put riches and medical
status above patients’ well-being. The charge sheet is damning: negative drug
trials routinely buried; antidepressants that work no better than placebos; research
regularly manipulated to produce positive results; doctors, seduced by huge
pharmaceutical rewards, creating more disorders and prescribing more pills; and
ethical, scientific and treatment flaws unscrupulously concealed by massmarketing. Cracked reveals for the first time the true human cost of an industry
that, in the name of helping others, has actually been helping itself.

Doctoring the Mind
Based on Stanford University psychologist Kelly McGonigal's wildly popular course
"The Science of Willpower," The Willpower Instinct is the first book to explain the
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new science of self-control and how it can be harnessed to improve our health,
happiness, and productivity. Informed by the latest research and combining cuttingedge insights from psychology, economics, neuroscience, and medicine, The
Willpower Instinct explains exactly what willpower is, how it works, and why it
matters. For example, readers will learn: Willpower is a mind-body response, not a
virtue. It is a biological function that can be improved through mindfulness,
exercise, nutrition, and sleep. Willpower is not an unlimited resource. Too much
self-control can actually be bad for your health. Temptation and stress hijack the
brain's systems of self-control, but the brain can be trained for greater willpower
Guilt and shame over your setbacks lead to giving in again, but self-forgiveness
and self-compassion boost self-control. Giving up control is sometimes the only
way to gain self-control. Willpower failures are contagious—you can catch the
desire to overspend or overeat from your friends—but you can also catch selfcontrol from the right role models. In the groundbreaking tradition of Getting
Things Done, The Willpower Instinct combines life-changing prescriptive advice and
complementary exercises to help readers with goals ranging from losing weight to
more patient parenting, less procrastination, better health, and greater
productivity at work.

Toxic Psychiatry
In this book James Davies considers emotional suffering as part and parcel of what
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it means to live and develop as a human being, rather than as a mental health
problem requiring only psychiatric, antidepressant or cognitive treatment. This
book therefore offers a new perspective on emotional discontent and discusses
how we can engage with it clinically, personally and socially to uncover its
productive value. The Importance of Suffering explores a relational theory of
understanding emotional suffering suggesting that suffering, does not spring from
one dimension of our lives, but is often the outcome of how we relate to the world
internally – in terms of our personal biology, habits and values, and externally – in
terms of our society, culture and the world around us. Davies suggests that
suffering is a healthy call-to-change and shouldn't be chemically anesthetised or
avoided. The book challenges conventional thinking by arguing that if we
understand and manage suffering more holistically, it can facilitate individual and
social transformation in powerful and surprising ways. The Importance of Suffering
offers new ways to think about, and therefore understand suffering. It will appeal
to anyone who works with suffering in a professional context including
professionals, trainees and academics in the fields of counselling, psychotherapy,
psychoanalysis, psychiatry and clinical psychology.

A Straight Talking Introduction to Psychiatric Drugs
Debunks many myths about how psychiatric drugs work and how useful they are.
Informative, practical and at times, uncomfortable reading.
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A Manifesto for Mental Health
A very funny collection of 100 X-ray images showing foreign objects ingested or
inserted into human bodies, accidentally or on purpose. The human imagination
truly knows no limits. Without it, there would be no great art, no advances in
science and technology, and no extreme sports. Without it, we'd also be deprived
of the many insights into human nature that we get out of witnessing other people
do shockingly imprudent things and then try to rationalize them. Stuck Up!
capitalizes on this human capability of coming up with creative applications for
everyday (and not-so everyday) items way beyond their designated uses, and
features 100 X-ray images of foreign objects inserted into human bodies,
accidentally or on purpose. "It was a million-to-one shot, Doc." "My hands were
full." "I fell." These and many other ludicrous excuses are what emergency room
doctors hear every day from patients who check in with various items inserted
where the sun don't shine, stuck in various orifices, or ingested in other ways. How
exactly did that cell phone end up there? Was it on vibrate? And is the rectum truly
the best place to store your bronzed baby shoes? It is at least somewhat
understandable to find a rectal thermometer in its intended place, but how about
your six-year-old daughter's Barbie doll? Start browsing this hilarious collection of
images – you'll be surprised at the patients' creativity and the medical information
provided. And: Don't try this at home.
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The De-Textbook
It’s a troubling phenomenon that many of us think of as a modern psychological
epidemic, a symptom of extreme emotional turmoil in young people, especially
young women: cutting and self-harm. But few of us know that it was 150 years
ago—with the introduction of institutional asylum psychiatry—that self-mutilation
was first described as a category of behavior, which psychiatrists, and later
psychologists and social workers, attempted to understand. With care and focus,
Psyche on the Skin tells the secret but necessary history of self-harm from the
1860s to the present, showing just how deeply entrenched this practice is in
human culture. Sarah Chaney looks at many different kinds of self-injurious acts,
including sexual self-mutilation and hysterical malingering in the late Victorian
period, self-marking religious sects, and self-mutilation and self-destruction in art,
music, and popular culture. As she shows, while self-harm is a widespread
phenomenon found in many different contexts, it doesn’t necessarily have any kind
of universal meaning—it always has to be understood within the historical and
cultural context that surrounds it. Bravely sharing her own personal experiences
with self-harm and placing them within its wider history, Chaney offers a sensitive
but engaging account—supported with powerful images—that challenges the
misconceptions and controversies that surround this often misunderstood
phenomenon. The result is crucial reading for therapists and other professionals in
the field, as well as those affected by this emotive, challenging act.
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The Sedated Society
Synchronicity: the uncanny and fortuitous timing of events that seems to go
beyond pure chance. Synchronicity can act as a guide along our life path, helping
us through challenging times and nudging us toward self-fulfillment.Psychologist
Chris Mackey offers astounding case studies, alongside a lucid explanation of the
brain science underlying synchronicity and many practical suggestions for working
with it, from journaling and symbol analysis to dream interpretation and ideas for
accessing flow. He is convinced that synchronicity has a crucial role to play in
helping us “go within” and tap intoour intuitive and spiritual selves. This book is
also a passionate call for a new, more optimistic “positive psychiatry” that
embraces our transcendent experiences. A 21st-century take on Jung’s legacy, this
exciting new approach to synchronicity will appeal to anyone interested in the
opportunities for personal development offered by altered states of consciousness.
“A profound introduction to deep concepts of mind, meaning and the challenges of
creating a life well lived for everyone.” --Ernest Rossi, Ph.D., author of The
Psychobiology of Gene Expression and Creating Consciousness

Stuck Up!
“Gary Greenberg has become the Dante of our psychiatric age, and the DSM-5 is
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his Inferno.” —Errol Morris Since its debut in 1952, the American Psychiatric
Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders has set down
the “official” view on what constitutes mental illness. Homosexuality, for instance,
was a mental illness until 1973. Each revision has created controversy, but the
DSM-5 has taken fire for encouraging doctors to diagnose more illnesses—and to
prescribe sometimes unnecessary or harmful medications. Respected author and
practicing psychotherapist Gary Greenberg embedded himself in the war that
broke out over the fifth edition, and returned with an unsettling tale. Exposing the
deeply flawed process behind the DSM-5’s compilation, The Book of Woe reveals
how the manual turns suffering into a commodity—and made the APA its own
biggest beneficiary.

The Myth of Mental Illness
You're a counsellor or psychotherapist, and you're qualified, insured and have a
room. Now, how do you attract clients? Starting your own private practice is
exciting and challenging, and this book will motivate and inspire and to take the
necessary actions to attract clients and build a successful practice that you can be
proud of. Inside you'll learn: How to get started quickly and on a budget, no
website necessary How to manage those nagging fears or worries that might hold
you back How to be visible and attract clients in a way that feels right for you, no
cheesy sales techniques required In this easy to read book, we look at
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niches*websites*social media*content creation and
blogs*mindset*money*Imposter Syndrome*time
management*networking*offline*advertising and much more. Written by a
counsellor, this book offers down to earth practical advice to grow your confidence,
so you can grow your private practice into whatever you want it to be. By the end
of this book, you'll be ready to love and grow your business like never before. I am
on a mission to change the face of therapy. Together we're going to change the
way people view our work and shift the public perception of what we do, which will
benefit clients, ourselves and the communities around us. WHAT IF PRIVATE
PRACTICE FOCUSED ON PREVENTION? People associate counselling with mental
health issues, but can you imagine how much better it would be for them to invest
in some therapy BEFORE it got to the point of doctors visits and time off? To get
help when they first notice that they have a low mood or are struggling with an
aspect of their life or relationship rather than wait till they reach rock bottom? This
isn't a new concept, I think all counsellors and psychotherapists want this. So how
can we make this happen?

Cracked
The award-winning author of Mad in America presents a controversial assessment
of the rise in mental illness-related disabilities that considers if drug-based care
may be fueling illness rates throughout the past half century.
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Law, Liberty and Psychiatry
0-8133-1027-X the Soviet Nationality Reader: the Disintegration in Context

Grow Your Private Practice
This book explores an entirely new way of understanding psychological and mental
distress based on Dr Razzaque.s work as a consultant psychiatrist together with
the insights he has gained as a regular practitioner of meditation. His extraordinary
conclusion: mental illness can also be a form of spiritual awakening. This book
provides evidence for this from a range of sources including direct clinical case
material from his work in acute mental health services to the latest findings from
neuroscience and the insights of meditative traditions. The book describes new
forms of treatment for mental illness inspired by Eastern approaches and centering
around practices such as mindfulness. These therapies offer both patients and
their families the inspiring idea that the approach to their psychological difficulties
should go beyond just treating episodes of mental illness but also, where possible,
help the individual to complete the process of spiritual growth they have begun.
This book argues that our society as a whole could benefit from developing an
awareness of the spiritual power of this process of transformation.
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They Say You're Crazy
The Willpower Instinct
You are an idiot. Don't get defensive! It's not your fault. For decades your teachers,
authority figures and textbooks have been lying to you. You do not have five
senses. Your tongue doesn't have neatly segregated taste-bud zones. You don't
know what the pyramids really looked like. You're even pooping wrong - Jesus,
you're a wreck! But it's going to be okay. Because we're here to help. Packed with
more sexy facts than the Encyclopedia Pornographica, the Cracked De-Textbook
will teach you about the true stars of history, why you picture everything from
Velociraptors to Ancient Rome incorrectly, and finally, at long last - how to pop a
proper squat. This book was built from the ground up to systematically seek out,
dismantle and destroy the many untruths that years of misguided education have
left festering inside of you, and leave you a smarter personwhether you like it or
not. The De-Textbook is a merciless, brutal learning machine. It can't be bargained
with. It can't be reasoned with. It doesn't feel pity, or remorse, or fear. And it
absolutely will not stop, ever, until you are informed.

Synchronicity
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50th Anniversary Edition With a New Preface and Two Bonus Essays The most
influential critique of psychiatry ever written, Thomas Szasz's classic book
revolutionized thinking about the nature of the psychiatric profession and the
moral implications of its practices. By diagnosing unwanted behavior as mental
illness, psychiatrists, Szasz argues, absolve individuals of responsibility for their
actions and instead blame their alleged illness. He also critiques Freudian
psychology as a pseudoscience and warns against the dangerous overreach of
psychiatry into all aspects of modern life.

Mount Misery
Obsession
We live in an age of obsession. Not only are we hopelessly devoted to our work,
strangely addicted to our favorite television shows, and desperately impassioned
about our cars, we admire obsession in others: we demand that lovers be
infatuated with one another in films, we respond to the passion of single-minded
musicians, we cheer on driven athletes. To be obsessive is to be American; to be
obsessive is to be modern. But obsession is not only a phenomenon of modern
existence: it is a medical category—both a pathology and a goal. Behind this
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paradox lies a fascinating history, which Lennard J. Davis tells in Obsession.
Beginning with the roots of the disease in demonic possession and its secular
successors, Davis traces the evolution of obsessive behavior from a social and
religious fact of life into a medical and psychiatric problem. From obsessive
aspects of professional specialization to obsessive compulsive disorder and
nymphomania, no variety of obsession eludes Davis’s graceful analysis.

Lost Connections
This edited volume provides an answer to a rising public health concern: what
drives the over prescription of psychiatric medication epidemic? Over 15% of the
UK public takes a psychiatric medication on any given day, and the numbers are
only set to increase. Placing this figure alongside the emerging clinical and
scientific data revealing their poor outcomes and the harms these medications
often cause, their commercial success cannot be explained by their therapeutic
efficacy.Chapters from an interdisciplinary team of global experts in critical
psychopharmacology rigorously examine how pharmaceutical sponsorship and
marketing, diagnostic inflation, the manipulation and burying of negative clinical
trials, lax medication regulation, and neoliberal public health policies have all been
implicated in ever-rising psycho-pharmaceutical consumption. This volume will
ignite a long-overdue public debate. It will be of interest to professionals in the
field of mental health and researchers ranging from sociology of health, to medical
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anthropology and the political economy of health.

Cracked
The Angel and the Assassin
Why is psychiatry such big business? Why are so many psychiatric drugs
prescribed – 47 million antidepressant prescriptions in the UK alone last year – and
why, without solid scientific justification, has the number of mental disorders risen
from 106 in 1952 to 374 today? The everyday sufferings and setbacks of life are
now ‘medicalised’ into illnesses that require treatment – usually with highly
profitable drugs. Psychological therapist James Davies uses his insider knowledge
to illustrate for a general readership how psychiatry has put riches and medical
status above patients’ well-being. The charge sheet is damning: negative drug
trials routinely buried; antidepressants that work no better than placebos; research
regularly manipulated to produce positive results; doctors, seduced by huge
pharmaceutical rewards, creating more disorders and prescribing more pills; and
ethical, scientific and treatment flaws unscrupulously concealed by massmarketing. Cracked reveals for the first time the true human cost of an industry
that, in the name of helping others, has actually been helping itself.
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The Inner Beauty Bible: Mindful rituals to nourish your soul
Petrol Honey explores the deeper meaning of the colour yellow, whether Lurpak is
available in heaven, what happens in a supermarket when the lights go out and
how photographing food is the 21st Century equivalent of saying grace before a
meal.

The Importance of Suffering
Towards the end of the twentieth century, the solution to mental illness seemed to
be found. It lay in biological solutions, focusing on mental illness as a problem of
the brain, to be managed or improved through drugs. We entered the 'Prozac Age'
and believed we had moved on definitively from the time of frontal lobotomies to
an age of good and successful mental healthcare. Biological psychiatry had
triumphed. Except maybe it hadn't. Starting with surprising evidence from the
World Health Organisation that suggests people recover better from mental illness
in a developing country than in the first world, Doctoring the Mind asks the
question: how good are our mental health services, really? Richard Bentall picks
apart the science that underlies current psychiatric practice across the US and UK.
Arguing passionately for a future of mental health treatment that focuses as much
on patients as individuals as on the brain itself, this is a book set to redefine our
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understanding of the treatment of madness in the twenty-first century.

CBT: The Cognitive Behavioural Tsunami
A thrilling story of scientific detective work and medical potential that illuminates
the newly understood role of microglia—an elusive type of brain cell that is vitally
relevant to our everyday lives. “The rarest of books: a combination of page-turning
discovery and remarkably readable science journalism.”—Mark Hyman, MD, #1
New York Times bestselling author of Food: What the Heck Should I Eat? Until
recently, microglia were thought to be merely the brain’s housekeepers, helpfully
removing damaged cells. But a recent groundbreaking discovery revealed them to
be capable of terrifying Jekyll and Hyde behavior. When triggered—and anything
that stirs up the immune system in the body can activate microglia—they can
morph into destroyers, impacting a wide range of issues from memory problems
and anxiety to depression and Alzheimer’s. Under the right circumstances,
however, microglia can be coaxed back into being angelic healers, able to repair
the brain in ways that help alleviate symptoms and hold the promise to one day
prevent disease. A fascinating behind-the-scenes account of this cutting-edge
science, The Angel and the Assassin also explores the medical implications of
these game-changing discoveries. Award-winning journalist Donna Jackson
Nakazawa began her investigation with a personal interest—when diagnosed with
an autoimmune disorder years ago, she was convinced there was something
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physical going on in her brain as well as her body, though no doctor she consulted
could explain how the two could be interacting in this way. With the compassion
born of her own experience, she follows practitioners and patients on the front
lines of treatments that help to “reboot” microglia—from neurofeedback and
intermittent fasting to transcranial magnetic stimulation and gamma light flicker
therapy. She witnesses patients finding significant relief from pressing
symptoms—and at least one stunning recovery—offering new hope to the tens of
millions who suffer from mental, cognitive, and physical health issues. Proving
once and for all the biological basis for the mind-body connection, the discovery of
the true role of microglia stands to rewrite psychiatric and medical texts as we
know them. Hailed as “riveting,” “stunning,” and “visionary,” The Angel and the
Assassin offers us a radically reconceived picture of human health and promises to
change everything we thought we knew about how to heal ourselves.

Psyche on the Skin
1 copy located in CIRCULATION.

Drop the Disorder!
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Alcoholics Anonymous
Is CBT all it claims to be? The Cognitive Behavioural Tsunami: Managerialism,
Politics, and the Corruptions of Science provides a powerful critique of CBT’s
understanding of human suffering, as well as the apparent scientific basis
underlying it. The book argues that CBT psychology has fetishized measurement to
such a degree that it has come to believe that only the countable counts. It
suggests that the so-called science of CBT is not just "bad science" but "corrupt
science". The rise of CBT has been fostered by neoliberalism and the phenomenon
of New Public Management. The book not only critiques the science, psychology
and philosophy of CBT, but also challenges the managerialist mentality and its
hyper-rational understanding of "efficiency", both of which are commonplace in
organizational life today. The book suggests that these are perverse forms of
thought, which have been institutionalised by NICE and IAPT and used by them to
generate narratives of CBT’s prowess. It claims that CBT is an exercise in symptom
reduction which vastly exaggerates the degree to which symptoms are reduced,
the durability of the improvement, as well as the numbers of people it helps.
Arguing that CBT is neither the cure nor the scientific treatment it claims to be, the
book also serves as a broader cultural critique of the times we live in; a critique
which draws on philosophy and politics, on economics and psychology, on
sociology and history, and ultimately, on the idea of science itself. It will be of
immense interest to psychotherapists, policymakers and those concerned about
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the excesses of managerialism.

The Book of Woe
This book overturns the idea that psychiatric drugs work by correcting chemical
imbalance and analyzes the professional, commercial and political vested interests
that have shaped this view. It provides a comprehensive critique of research on
drugs including antidepressants, antipsychotics and mood stabilizers.

Petrol Honey
IN THIS STIRRING AND BEAUTIFULLY WRITTEN WAKE-UP CALL, psychiatrist Daniel
Carlat exposes deeply disturbing problems plaguing his profession, revealing the
ways it has abandoned its essential purpose: to understand the mind, so that
psychiatrists can heal mental illness and not just treat symptoms. As he did in his
hard-hitting and widely read New York Times Magazine article "Dr. Drug Rep," and
as he continues to do in his popular watchdog newsletter, The Carlat Psychiatry
Report, he writes with bracing honesty about how psychiatry has so largely
forsaken the practice of talk therapy for the seductive—and more
lucrative—practice of simply prescribing drugs, with a host of deeply troubling
consequences. Psychiatrists have settled for treating symptoms rather than
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causes, embracing the apparent medical rigor of DSM diagnoses and prescription
in place of learning the more challenging craft of therapeutic counseling, gaining
only limited understanding of their patients’ lives. Talk therapy takes time,
whereas the fifteen-minute "med check" allows for more patients and more
insurance company reimbursement. Yet DSM diagnoses, he shows, are premised
on a good deal less science than we would think. Writing from an insider’s
perspective, with refreshing forthrightness about his own daily struggles as a
practitioner, Dr. Carlat shares a wealth of stories from his own practice and those
of others that demonstrate the glaring shortcomings of the standard fifteen-minute
patient visit. He also reveals the dangers of rampant diagnoses of bipolar disorder,
ADHD, and other "popular" psychiatric disorders, and exposes the risks of the
cocktails of medications so many patients are put on. Especially disturbing are the
terrible consequences of overprescription of drugs to children of ever younger
ages. Taking us on a tour of the world of pharmaceutical marketing, he also reveals
the inner workings of collusion between psychiatrists and drug companies.
Concluding with a road map for exactly how the profession should be reformed,
Unhinged is vital reading for all those in treatment or considering it, as well as a
stirring call to action for the large community of psychiatrists themselves. As
physicians and drug companies continue to work together in disquieting and
harmful ways, and as diagnoses—and misdiagnoses—of mental disorders
skyrocket, it’s essential that Dr. Carlat’s bold call for reform is heeded.
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Unhinged
The Road to Malpsychia gives intriguing portraits of the patriarchs of the new
secular order-- Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers, and Timothy Leary. The Road to
Malpsychia charts the rise and fall of one of the most significant cultural
movements of our time. It is a story filled with character and anecdote and also
with daunting implications for the secular souls left stranded by the failure of what
Maslow once called the religion of human nature.

The Bitterest Pills
From the Laws of Mount Misery: There are no laws in psychiatry. Now, from the
author of the riotous, moving, bestselling classic, The House of God, comes a
lacerating and brilliant novel of doctors and patients in a psychiatric hospital.
Mount Misery is a prestigious facility set in the rolling green hills of New England,
its country club atmosphere maintained by generous corporate contributions. Dr.
Roy Basch (hero of The House of God) is lucky enough to train there *only to
discover doctors caught up in the circus of competing psychiatric theories, and
patients who are often there for one main reason: they've got good insurance.
From the Laws of Mount Misery: Your colleagues will hurt you more than your
patients. On rounds at Mount Misery, it's not always easy for Basch to tell the
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patients from the doctors: Errol Cabot, the drug cowboy whose practice provides
him with guinea pigs for his imaginative prescription cocktails . . . Blair Heiler, the
world expert on borderlines (a diagnosis that applies to just about everybody) . . .
A. K. Lowell, née Aliyah K. Lowenschteiner, whose Freudian analytic technique is so
razor sharp it prohibits her from actually speaking to patients . . . And Schlomo
Dove, the loony, outlandish shrink accused of having sex with a beautiful, well-todo female patient. From the Laws of Mount Misery: Psychiatrists specialize in their
defects. For Basch the practice of psychiatry soon becomes a nightmare in which
psychiatrists compete with one another to find the best ways to reduce human
beings to blubbering drug-addled pods, or incite them to an extreme where
excessive rage is the only rational response, or tie them up in Freudian knots. And
all the while, the doctors seem less interested in their patients' mental health than
in a host of other things *managed care insurance money, drug company research
grants and kickbacks, and their own professional advancement. From the Laws of
Mount Misery: In psychiatry, first comes treatment, then comes diagnosis. What
The House of God did for doctoring the body, Mount Misery does for doctoring the
mind. A practicing psychiatrist, Samuel Shem brings vivid authenticity and
extraordinary storytelling gifts to this long-awaited sequel, to create a novel that is
laugh-out-loud hilarious, terrifying, and provocative. Filled with biting irony and a
wonderful sense of the absurd, Mount Misery tells you everything you'll never learn
in therapy. And it's a hell of a lot funnier. From the Hardcover edition.
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Breaking Down Is Waking Up
When Bull Mastrick and Victor Konig wind up in the same psychiatric ward at age
16, each recalls and relates in group therapy the bullying relationship they have
had since kindergarten as well as facts about themselves and their families that
reveal how much they have in common. A first novel.

The Road to Malpsychia
THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER 'A book that could actually make us happy'
SIMON AMSTELL 'This amazing book will change your life' ELTON JOHN 'One of the
most important texts of recent years' BRITISH JOURNAL OF GENERAL PRACTICE
'Brilliant, stimulating, radical' MATT HAIG 'The more people read this book, the
better off the world will be' NAOMI KLEIN 'Wonderful' HILLARY CLINTON 'Eyeopening' GUARDIAN 'Brilliant for anyone wanting a better understanding of mental
health' ZOE BALL 'A game-changer' DAVINA MCCALL 'Extraordinary' DR MAX
PEMBERTON 'Beautiful' RUSSELL BRAND Depression and anxiety are now at
epidemic levels. Why? Across the world, scientists have uncovered evidence for
nine different causes. Some are in our biology, but most are in the way we are
living today. Lost Connections offers a radical new way of thinking about this crisis.
It shows that once we understand the real causes, we can begin to turn to
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pioneering new solutions – ones that offer real hope.

The Reality Game
A Manifesto for Mental Health presents a radically new and distinctive outlook that
critically examines the dominant ‘disease-model’ of mental health care.
Incorporating the latest findings from both biological neuroscience and research
into the social determinants of psychological problems, Peter Kinderman offers a
contemporary, biopsychosocial, alternative. He warns that the way we care for
people with mental health problems is creating a hidden human rights emergency
and he proposes a new vision for the future of health organisations across the
globe. The book highlights persuasive evidence that our mental health and
wellbeing depend largely on the society in which we live, on the things happen to
us, and on how we learn to make sense of and respond to those events. Kinderman
proposes a rejection of invalid diagnostic labels, practical help rather than
medication, and a recognition that distress is usually an understandable human
response to life's challenges. Offering a serious critique of establishment thinking,
A Manifesto for Mental Health provides a well-crafted demonstration of how, with
scientific rigour and empathy, a revolution in mental health care is not only highly
desirable, it is also entirely achievable.
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Cracked
What some therapists don't want you to know.

Therapy Revolution
A challenging reappraisal of the history of antipsychotics, revealing how they were
transformed from neurological poisons into magical cures, their benefits
exaggerated and their toxic effects minimized or ignored.

The Center Cannot Hold
In the years since it was first published, The Reality Game has become a classic
text. For all those training and practising in humanistic and integrative
psychotherapy it is an essential guide to good practice, and an excellent
introduction to the skills used in individual and group therapy. This new edition has
been updated to take into account changes in the field and John Rowan's own
work, while still providing guidance on establishing and developing the relationship
between counsellor and client, and covering: assessment; the initial interview; the
opening session; aims; transference; resistance and supervision. With the student’s
needs always at the forefront, this extensively revised new edition responds to the
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questions most often asked by trainees in these disciplines, and includes
discussions of ethics and new chapters on transpersonal psychology, and on
dialogical self-theory. It will be a must read for psychotherapists and counsellors in
practice and training especially those involved in humanistic and integrative
psychotherapy.
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